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AMADEUS VALUE SELLING PROGRAM PROFILE

Amadeus develops open, cloud-based technology solutions for global hospitality organizations. From search and booking to check-in and 
departure, our offerings help you improve efficiency, deliver exceptional experiences and exceed your brand promise.

Close rate – Improvement from 40% to over 60% in first year. Sales velocity – Time in last 2 sales cycles stages reduced by 43%.

Selling Situation: During 2017 Sales Operations was getting feedback from salespeople that they needed help with communicating financial impact (ROI) to 
buyers of their Hotel Management Systems. Many buyer sponsors needed a compelling business case to convince their CFOs and CEOs that an investment in 
Amadeus was necessary to improve guest satisfaction and revenues, increase labor efficiency, and to reduce cost. The Senior Vice President of Sales, the Vice 
President of Marketing, and the Chief Executive Officer believed that addressing this with DecisionLink would help sellers reduce “No Decision” losses and close 
more business.

Value Selling Maturity: Amadeus uses The Challenger Sale methodology. However, they recognized that sellers must have “commercial insights” to execute on 
Challenger selling. While some Amadeus salespeople had the business acumen to engage their buyers in conversations regarding business outcomes in financial 
terms, others were less comfortable and avoided doing so. Prior to ValueCloud®, they all lacked an easy to use, consistent system to quantify and communicate 
business value.

DecisionLink Users: Approximately 50 sellers and their managers around the globe, as well as Sales Operations, use ValueCloud® to support their sales 
conversations. Front Line Sales Managers are the first line support for salespeople and ensure that every opportunity that is over $20,000 in has Value Proposition 
that is created in collaboration with the customers.

Value Selling Program and Skill Training: To ensure that Amadeus salespeople and sales managers were confident and competent in using ValueCloud® as an 
integral part of their sales process, the company leveraged DecisionLink’s Value University learning
content to provide a foundation of value selling competence across the global sales organization. DecisionLink provided a workshop to deliver to all team members 
for the Amadeus’ Sales KickOff event. Further, Sales Operations supports salespeople with regularly scheduled ongoing “Office Hours” web meeting that are open 
to all salespeople to discuss best practices in using ValueCloud® and value-selling conversations with customers to ensure adoption and success.

DecisionLink System: The entire DecisionLink program and support has been delivered and supported by one Amadeus Director of Sales Operations who 
functions as a program manager with support from DecisionLink. Three major Amadeus solutions have been value engineered and are available to support 
collaborative value selling worldwide. Salespeople leverage rich, graphical sales assets generated from ValueCloud® to support their buyer sponsor’s need to 
communicate business cases internally to win funding approval. Amadeus also use the DecisionLink for Salesforce integration which enables dashboard reporting 
on how value propositions are being utilized in opportunities and the results they help produce. Tracking of business cases key associated metrics are reported in 
Salesforce dashboards that are actively used by the company’s executives.

Amadeus Key Accomplishments:
Value propositions were created for more than 450 unique customers (hotel properties) in less than ten months with one corporate value resource.
Opportunities with value propositions were 67% more likely to close than those without value propositions.
Salespeople using DecisionLink assets to re-engage prospects who had gone inactive.


